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SUMMARY

Subsurface investigations of a number of proposed building sites

in the Belconnen Town Centre have located a wide (16-50 m) linear zone

of weak and fractured rook. This feature, the Deakin Fault Zone,

underlies a north—south trending ridge, Emu Bank, which has been

designated for high—rise development.

Three of the four proposed building sites investigated lie

adjacent to or across the fault zone, and relocation of some of them may

have to be considered. Subsurface conditions in adjoining areas are not

well known, and drilling is recommended. Seismic results indicate that

the depths of weathering are not significantly shallower outside the

fault zonet.but higher velocities indicate that the rock will be stronger

and probably less fractured.



INTRODUCTION

At the request of the National Capital Development Commission

(NCDC), an investigation of several proposed building sites on Emu Bank

within the Beloonnen town centre was undertaken in May 1975. The
construction of four high—rise buildings is being considered for these.

sites as one of the major stages in the development of the town centre,

which will be Conoentrated.around the western and southern sides of

Lake Ginninderra. Information about the subsurface conditions was

required, to evaluate the proposed land allocation.

The investigation included five seismic traverses over a total

distance of 1900 m, five diamond—drill holes to an average depth of 20 m,

and surface mapping of cuts and excavations (Plate 1). Additional sub—

surface information has been obtained from Ground Test Pty Ltd (1975a, b),

who recently completed site investigations for the proposed retail complex

adjacent to Benjamin Way. Their investigations included 15 drill holes

to an average depth of 8.4 m on a site east of Benjamin Way, and 28

drillholes on a site west of Benjamin Way.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The town centre is being developed on gently undulating terrain

which slopes down to the recently constructed Lake Ginninderra. Before

this water feature was constructed, Ginninderra Creek followed a V—shaped

course around more hilly ground to the north; the creek was entrenched up

to 10 m in the surrounding land surface. Emu Bank is a north—south

trending ridge near the southwestern extremity of the lake.

SEISMIC REFRACTION METHOD

The seismic refraction method utilizes the fact that elastic waves

travel with different velocities through different rocks. At a boundary

between rocks of different acoustic properties, some of the incident energy

will be transmitted, some reflected, and some refracted. Geophones record

the time of arrival of this energy back at the ground surface. From a

graph of the time taken for the energy to reach each geophone versus .

distance of each geophone.from the source of energy, the depths to sub—

surface layers and the velocity of propagation of seismic energy in these

layers can be calculated (Dobrin, 1952). From this measured velocity,

soils, weathered rock, and unweathered rock can be distinguished, but the

rook type cannot be identified. Generally speaking, the higher the velocity,
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2.

the fresher the rock will be. The accuracy of depth determinations is

estimated to be + 25 percent, with a best figure of about + 10 percent

in favourable conditions (Polak & Hawkins, 1956); Likewise, a change in

bedrock velooity can only be located only to within two to three geophone

spacings (8 to 12 m), depending mainly on the contrast between the

velocities.

On this survey, depths to refracting layers were calculated from

intercept times and a modification of the reciprocal method (Hawkins, 1961).

Geophone spacings of 4 m were used throughout the survey and shots were

fired in the centre of each spread, and at 2 m and generally 74 m beyond

each end. The spreads were laid end on end along the traverse lines,

except where obstructions prevented this. BMR's truck—mounted 24—channel

SIE PSU-19 refraction equipment with 8Hz GSC-20D geophones was used.

amstac RESULTS

The interpreted seismic cross—sections are shown in Plates 2 and

3. The seismic properties of the subsurface form a three—layer structure,

with the degree of weathering deoreasing with depth. The top layer, with a

seismic velocity in the range 300-600 mis is interpreted as surface soil

and clay, completely weathered rock, and fill material. The intermediate

layer, with velocity generally in the range 1500-2400 m/s is interpreted as

highly to moderately weathered rock. Bedrock can generally be classified

as having a velocity of either about 3400 mis or about 4500 m/s. The

higher velocity probably represents slightly weathered to fresh rock; the

lower velocity might represent either a more jointed or fractured band of

the same rock, or a different rock type with different weathering

characteristics. It is impossible to distinguish between these two

possibilities using the seismic information alone.

These two characteristic bedrock velocities are separated by a

linear zone trending roughly N-3, displaying a very much reduced velocity;

the intermediate layer also displays a reduced velocity in this zone. This

reduction in seismic velocity indicates fractured or sheared rock and is

interpreted as the Deakin Fault Zone, a major fault in the Canberra area.

Another band of reduced seismic velocity (2600 m/s) was recorded at the

western end of traverse 4. (It was also recorded on traverse 3 about 30 m

west of chainage zero, but the recorded data was only suitable to calculate

bedrock velocity). This could be another fault zone or a narrow band of

different rock type, possibly a dyke.
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Traverse 4, which continued farther east than the ether traverses,

shows that the lower-velocity bedrock to the east of the fault did not

continue beyond chainage 350 m, where the average velocity increased to

4600 m/s. Thus there appears to be a band of low-velocity bedrock

(3400 m/s) (about 150 m wide at the location Of Traverse 4) extending

eastward from the Deakin Fault Zone and wedged between bedrock of a higher

seismic velocity (4600 M/s). At the eastern end of the traverse there is

another zone of reduced velooity which probably represents another fault.

Traverse 5, aligned N-S, is in or close to the Deakin Fault Zone.

Bedrock velocity recorded in this direction is slightly higher than in the

E-W direction because seismic energy is propagated at a higher speed along

a line of fractures than across one. There is a reasonable correlation of

depths to subsurface layers between this traverse and the E-W traverses.

Generally speaking, consolidated material with a seismic velocity

greater than 1500 m/s will require some degree of prior blasting before it

oan be removed, whereas material-with a .seismic velocity less than 1500 m/s

can be removed with conventional heavy machinery (Caterpillar Tractor

Company, 1966). Thus any excavations extending into the intermediate layer

will probably require blasting, except in the fault zone where the reduced

seismic velocity indicates fractured rock, which should be more easily

removed.

GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

The investigation area is underlain by porphyritic acid to

intermediate igneous rocks. Examination of excavations and drill cores

indicates that a number of different igneous lithologies are present.

Plate 1 summarizes the geology in the investigated area, and Figure 2 is

an interpretative section east-west across the Deakin Fault Zone.

West of the Deakin Fault Zone

To the west of the Deakin Fault Zone, the most abundant rock type

is a coarse-grained acid igneous rock. When fresh it is grey-green and

porphyritic, with phenocrysts of quartz, plagioclase, and biotite in a

finer-grained groundmass. Fine, disseminated pyrite is a common accessory,

and thin quartz veins (less than 5 mm) and epidote-sericite veins are also

abundant. Alteration of the plagioclase and ferromagnesian minerals

increases towards the fault.
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Adjacent to the fault zone, the rock is closely fractured, and

contains narrow (up to 4 cm), subhorizontal zones of weak, highly to

extremely weathered rock and clay. Near the fault zone the rock is closely

jointed with tight, discontinuous joints; further away from this zone,

joints are open, continuous and widely spaced (average 0.3 to 1.0 m), and

are coated with clay, limonite, hematite, and chlorite.'

The seismic results indicate that strong, fresh to slightly

weathered rook is found at depths of 9 to 19 ml with depths increasing

slightly towards the fault.

A low—velocity (2600 m/s) zone striking NW—SE was intersected by

traverses 3 and 4 of the seismic survey (Plates 1, 2, and 3) in this

western area. Drilling by Ground Test Pty Ltd (1975a; Drillhole 9)

intersected a weathered andesite, very close to this weak zone. A summary

of the Ground Test Pty Ltd drill logs is given in Figure 3. The core

sample was highly to moderately weathered andesite at 7.9 m; it was closely

jointed, and consisted of a clay—rich fine—grained groundmass with altered

ferromagnesian phenocrysts. The low—velocity zone might be either a small

fault, or a dyke of deeply weathered rock.

The Deakin Fault Zone

The Emu Bank ridge is the surface expression of the Deakin Fault

Zone. Within this zone of lower—velocity material (1900-2800 m/s), very

closely fractured and jointed partly silicified igneous rock with massive

quartz veins is present. Table 1 summarizes the fault zone features based

on the seismic results.

Drill hole B1 is located on traverse 1 within the fault zone, and

drill holes B2 and B3 are very close to the main zone of faulting. Table

2 summarizes the rock conditions in the drill holes, and detailed drill

logs are contained in the Appendix.

Within the investigation area the Deakin Fault occupies a curved

zone 16 to 50 m wide which strikes 1700 in the south (Section 54) and 1300

in the north (through Section 55).

The rock conditions and depths of weathering in most of drill hole

B1 are considered to be representative of the fault zone. The low—velocity

layer (1400-1600 m/s) from 12 to 20 m below the surface consists of very

closely fractured quartz and silicified volcanic rock with weak zones of

highly to extremely weathered rock and clay; fault breccia and slickensides

are common.
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TABLE : SUMMARY OF FAULT ZONE FEATURES (based On -Seismic; results)

Traverse^Width^- Depth to moderately.^Velocity of deepest 
. weathered rock^refractor WO-

 

T1^16-32..m:^,•

T2^...50:m‘

T3^:24kin

T4^244-m

15-17 m

20m

15m

16-m

2800

1900-2800

2300

2800
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TABLE^SUMMARY OF ROCK CONDITIONS-Oased on drill logs)

Drill hole
no.

Depth to moderately^'Rock description
'weathered rOOk

  

e--
B1
^

18 m^Fault zone material:
fractured and jointed
quartz, silicified rock, and
breCciai extremely weathered
zones with clay and gravel

         

B2
^

17:m^'Grey-green rhyodacite:
fractured, closely jointed,
sheared, moderately strong

B3
^

10 m^Gray-green and fawn
porphyritic volcanics:
.fractured, brecciated,
silicified, quartz-veined,
closely jointed. .

•■•••••

B4^10m Porphyritic rhyodacite:
grey-green, strong, closely
jointed

Grey-green voicaniCS:-
closely fracturedand_
jointed, sheared, with clay
and gravel, bands

B5



At greater depths the rook is moderately to slightly weathered

(velocities of 1900-2800 m/s), and closely fractured with open joints

coated with clay, chlorite, and iron oxides. Zones of extremely weathered

rock and clay are common and average 20 cm in width.

Adjacent to the fault, abundant quartz veins and closely fractured
•

and jointed rook are considered to be evidence of shearing. The depth to

moderately weathered rock varies from 10 to 18 m, which is only slightly

shallower than in the fault zones; however, the rock is stronger and

less fractured.

East of the Deakin Fault 

An. accuratedescription of the lithology to the east of the Deakin

Fault is not possible owing to poor-quality cores from drill hole 35. The

rock is a sheared, porphyritic altered daoite with little or no quartz.

When slightly weathered, the rock is pale grey—green to fawn with a fine—

grained groundmass and larger (1-2 mm) feldspar and altered ferromagnesian

phenocrysts. Accessorywrite is also present.

The seismic velocity of the deepest refractor (3400 m/s) is lower

than that to the west of the fault, and is attributed to closer fracturing,

jointing, and the presence of wide clay zones. The core from drill hole

B5 iz very closely fractured with wide zones of clay and extremely weathered

rock; as it is close, to the contact with the adamellite, it may have

intersected sheared rock near the contact; however, seismic traverse 4

(Plate 3) does not indicate any zone of weakness at the contact with the

adamellite.

The area to the east of Dm Bank Road and across the southern

extension of the lake is underlain by adamellite, a very coarse—grained,

porphyritio acid intrusive rock which contains large (up to 2 cm) phenocrysts

of plagioclase and quartz in a coarse—grained groundmass. Biotite is

commonly altered. to chlorite, and garnet and magnetite are present as

accessories. Strong, slightly weathered to fresh rock (seismic velocity

4600 m/s) occurs: below 8 to 12 m. On the eastern extremity of the mapped

area a fault zone, was detected by seismic traverse 4; this had been mapped.

previously by G.A.M. Henderson (pers. comm.) as a normal fault dipping to

the east.

Seismicity

The Deakin Fault is a major structural feature of the Canberra area.

It is a normal fault dipping steeply to the west, with doWnthrow to the
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west (Wilson, 1966). Displacement movement along the fault probably occurred

during the Palaeozoic (over 200 million years ago), and further movement is con-

sidered unlikely. The fault zone remains as a line of weakness, but recorded

seismic data for the Canberra region does not indicate that the fault

is active, and the seismic risk is considered negligible, as it is for the

rest of Canberra. It should be emphasized that buildings located on faults

are not neoessarily more susceptible to damage than buildings a few

kilometres away.

FOUNDATION AND EXCAVATION CONDITIONS 

It should be emphasized that only one hole has been drilled

on each building site; as rock conditions are likely to vary over short

distances in such an area, one hole is not representative of a site.

Marked differences in rock conditions and the bearing capacities of rocks

within and adjacent to the fault zone are to be expected, and detailed site

investigations will be required for the design of foundations. For high-rise

development it may be preferable to relocate some buildings in order to avoid

the problems of differential settlement and deep excavation, both of which

are likely to increase the cost of foundations. The depth to moderately or

slightly weathered rock within the fault zone does not vary greatly from

that of the adjacent rocks, but there is a marked increase in the intensity

of shearing, and consequently a decrease in rock strength.

Of the sites investigated, site D appears to have been least

affected by the adjacent fault zone. Slightly to moderately weathered rock

is present at depths of 11-16 m; the rock is closely jointed in places

(average spacing 10 cm), with tight, discontinuous joints dipping at 30-600.

The other sites are less favourable; parts of buildings A, B, and

C will probably be located on the Deakin Fault Zone. It is difficult to

predict the excavation and foundation conditions on these sites but differential

settlement might be a problem. The seismic results indicate a low-velocity

zone (1900 m/s) at site B, but it is not possible to locate this zone with

sufficient accuracy from seismic information alone. An accurate location

and description of the low-velocity zone will be necessary for foundation

design of the building.

Building site A is on the eastern margin of the fault zone. The

nearby drill hole, B1, passed out of the sheared material at a depth of

about 12 m, and that would suggest that the fault dips to the west. The

rock should be readily excavated by mechanical methods, but the walls of

the excavation may be unstable owing to very closely spaced open joints coated
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with clay and chlorite.

Ground Test Pty Ltd (1975b) reviewed the available drilling

information from the 4 sites, and their comments are summarized as follows:

10 The information available is insufficient for detailed design of

the buildings.

2. If the design is oonventional then is should. be  feasible to found

the buildings on shallow footings or piers at relatively shallow

depth.

3. There is a possibility of differential settlement if major

discontinuities. 00OUT within the site, and if the building design

has high unit loadings.

Groundwater conditions at these building sites are unknown.

The Ground Test Pty Ltd results show that the water-table lies between 3

and 6 m from the surface adjacent to. Benjamin Way, which overlies a former

drainage channel. On &Ili Bank the water-table is expected to be deeper,

and no problems with groundwater inflow are anticipated.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions on the geological conditions at these

sites are relevant to the planning of this area.

10 A wide (16-50 m) fault zone of weaker material (seismic velocities

1900-2800 m/s) strikes NW-SE and passes through, or close to the

building sites. This zone, the Deakin Fault Zone, is an ancient

structural feature, and is not considered to be seismically active.

2. Weathering conditions do not vary greatly from within the fault

zone to the adjacent rocks, but the degree of fracturing is greater

in the fault zone and lower velocities were recorded there.

30 Moderately to slightly weathered rock (seismic velocities greater

than 2500 m/s) occurs throughout the area at depths of 10 to 18 m,

and is capable of supporting multistorey buildings on end-bearing

piles.

4. A building site that is partly on the fault zone may require raft

or piled foundations in order to reduce differential settlement.

5. The location and composition Of a weak zone (seismic velocity 1900 m/s)

near site.B will require investigation to assess its influence on

foundation design.
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6. Mechanical excavation of the highly sheared and fractured rock

of the intermediate-velocity layer will be easily achieved, but

steep rock slopes may be unstable owing to the close irregular

fracturing and abundant weak zones.
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LOGS OF DIAMOND-DRILL HOLES
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Zones.^Sm.-d)/ cloy 4-

141%4^VO1S. ( C. iraineci^:

4.e Id sioors o/tered)

V

v

v

V

V

V

V

V

V

4 57
s

6

7

731

8

g•S/

9

9-62._
io

//

/2

.1

/34/

-
___ —

C lay seam S4-

5--6"--, -

Clay or, jot.)^5 .

—

----

. ______ _

.

volcor,,c s .^S; (4y.
.....

Core #a 2e,c,pw) /0 p,

.
---

—

lC oy
So,,aly cloy wiff, rock

,rrov*,ertts: qta.(3-4,,,,)
__.

_ ..
-- • --^-

5-144 Volcanics rine roned . b/ack -^.,.
is tFr4cruen4 - yOrnrksly^ic.

_ _.

C/aty Sandy^clay with

rock^.r rayv.e"is -

coarse^9,4ortz

sa,,d.

.

.

4-.W. RAyartoci

Cloy

SarIcly^clay iv; fh

angular rock

I r-ogp.ieni s . (1- sc,..,)
/194-9

Ski. - "7.A,/.

Qilyoloc.de

' 8 recc lo fec/ rhyodocite

re tem e fit-col^w i 4 h 1 #3. .
I
c.1,,,,,,^Voicanics^wil,l,

j c/o/.^sorid.

V

V —19o2.

1848 II

"973
2e

Vei.r,^q war- t 2

CIOS e ix^-Cract u re 0/

L^t
Drill type _frty_rJekSt L0_00_
Feed iffeci,,,,),coz ilia _Dc..4acture

Core borrow type . T.e.71.S.1.4.,5_

Driller^L—...Ke_as.:1-^
Commenced _ . . 1110y_ _75: .

Conipleted.. _ . Nay :75"

Logged by . a_ _ an5C.0d.

vertical scale__ i_L /00 . _ _ _

Checked Oy   

Notes

Log — Number of fractures per 2.5cm of core Zones of core loss blocked in.

Pl* Angie* ord^/al^tø ^to the co•,^actsBedding on d Joint^ones ---^e measure^re^iveoo p^s norm

DelsCI Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joInts,frOCIures ) per 25cm of

core occurring of specified intercept angle range .

water Level Measurements — _T___ Level when hole in progress at specified depth

..2 ^Level in completed /We on specified dote.

E . VV.^Erctreersely^weo7Viere d
14.W.^H/.9 ).-, ly^we Q7Vet er- ed

M. W.^Aloole,-ately^weathered

S. W.^S /,'q I, -t-/y^wecr*Aereci

Water Pressure Tests

* Vo/ues in /1/900,75 0/101,/ft0/101,/ft Pe 18011

ii, COB pifIChoh watt eufnpuleititut

shoos^lest sections ore Inthcoted
by blocked in strips.

_^__

Core Photograph Negative No

^Depth (m)^Black &White^Colour

^_..__ ^.
•

.^._.....

.^.



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT •̂ _BE-C.C.P/V/VELV,^ToWN^CEN7WR-
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ( el  ^DIRECTION

COORDINATES ^ R.L. OF COLLAR ^59O 0 i 

 ^HOLE NO ^/ 

SHEET Z OF 2

Rock Type
,^and

Degree of Weothering

Description

Lithology,colour, strength,etc

.E^It co
co .2

8^3u 8

2 g t
a 0 f•-. .0:--ja■ p„.

g •
...,..;^racture

•I;^_^Log
0 1 6I

ROD

_^FrequencyDetect

Intercept Angle
0^30^60^BO^90

Structures

Joints,vetns, seams,foults,etc

'i, Ili
-6 t
..4 -J

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) .
it 124 .

Rhyociac; te
8 recci ("fecal

rAyodoci_lte . As - 060v.

V

Na^c. o re a vs-6
S.W. -NW.

ozkyodcuite

Green- 9.rey • purple :
coarse st-aineell: 09044—
grate ly Itrort a

V
12.

1247

— Smootii sAec..- planes

w; til • c A lori fe .

4 A yt, ed 0 G i te
Rock -Cris., merits ;

.0nril,^L /CI V. V •
Loss alive° f/om^on

sAecres.
N.W.

gilYoci°41.1te

Asecem anted^vo/cc,,,,,s
* I .04 .. Fr-act I A itd•ati
w ; #4 sandy c. lay + *ask
Fent* • asrat ......-ta. • 0.41.4

I,
v

---- S 5100111^joi'n't
A/ones • c losely

jointed.

4-/Id of A Ole 2.4•9704

-

'

'

..

— _ —

...

Drill type ^

Feed^

Core borr•I typ• ^

Driller^

Commenced _

CoMpleted ^

Logged by ^ .. ._

Vertical scale^

Checked 4^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss Mocked M.

Bedding and Joint Planes -.. Angles ore measured relative to o plane normal to the core calk

Defect Frequency — Number OF nOtural defects (shears, joints fractures) per 25cm of

core Occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — _I_ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

...17..._ Level in completed hole on specified dote.

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in luqeons should be read
,Inheeco/nsiurnacst;osn.cwtIcsoornrepunt da t :tad^11

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

.
...^_.

._ _



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT. _.^lEili_ca_•vwiy. ^A ,7,1.^, _ .c_e,yrez.4- _  ^.
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION^Section_ 57. (eosiern Side)

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (a) _^ 900 ^.._^DIRECTION
COORDINATES _0_7_19477^( / .5-Pt POO)^R.L. OF COLLAR^S- 90 -^7.•.?-7..

HOLE NO 12-

SHEET ] OF 2
- -

Rock^Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology, colour, strength, etc

c^cs
O a°u^(.5- --I

a 3i
--,0"-. 0,

ci,^‘-',, ..:7,,,
acqz

Fracture
Lon^ROD

t,

Defect Frequency
•- -

Intercept Angle
0^30^W^00 90

Structures

Joint's ,veins,seams,foults,etc

1,-,_ t

g 1

aTteesr,PlIssseusre

(t.ugeo.nst

e a^t2 te•

No^core /
/..C.L ...I.^=I

IMMIIIIIIIE
im
=I

LW iii..rod^iie
.^c.c...^nt ri

Coif
i'••■^d.f.-.41.14-5,70.-se,14-r-...... 2 ^- No^core, !NEM MI

H. W.

PAyocloclie

flue( coloured
.Creclur-ed , weak • V

V
V

70
g

4

44-7

i

MIMI

..._
.........
--.-

JOintS^stee.?:ily
dipp,,,3 - re * Cita y On

.^.^,.
join rc...

No core
I

i

111
NM

'^1

bill

75.3 .__
14.W.

RAyoclac;te .

As^above - /ass

.^-Cre S tared .
.

V

V
. •

II. Ill

BIM ^EW. 4AYe 2 thecil'e . 13...f-r . Pleak . i
$6,4,,, chary . Aelaeltr- rack ;mi. ...- — e414^. EMI_

Ahyolacife

s*A413..4"^y Cloy I...WI•coarse 9 6020.7-2 .-^(2......, -0 lc...)
wec.k. ____ -

,le 111

to.^11111
al

- --1
E• 01. - H. pV.

Ri,yoaloc;fe

8 mfic colour-id
coarse^yraimeg witile,

6-'1'4^6 ca"cds^o-1- clay
1- eocw5e SOPtd.

weak.

V

V

V

-^V

I^.

I2.

lin

—

Fe^ort^1 Oiri-f s

(2.... .,•.ole)

1111_

NO cOre
I

1^1-^1
111.1.11.1.SAndv Creelt IIII

N.w.

RAyedocite

13.4a . Afealerefely
siroAl. V

V O
16 111

--- 1
..^.1

-1

Closely^jo;•steol.
re • cloy OA feint 5 .

I

..^.
--.E.W. - Al w.

11.hyoclacite

clay ...I-0A cooese 'fa.
64''' cis^8""el w;fil 9"•^
(ePioicrie)^pa-fase S.

v
v

40 SI — ____- -
^I^(.1?..4c2.--1.7_ veins ,.....,YA Fe

5-frai.,....1 .CA/O'''''ke,

/44...,- s.w. Grey- 1,--eer1 , coo:arse
.9 roamed .C..•cletrec/ .,c

V
v

1111 M

MEMNON=
MINIMMIME

—11=jo•-raiS

I I I I

.. 54ear
planes^4s-ci-o 6o°.
.^,,,, , s^w ; .^,^.
J c)^r^t kt c. I o y ,

RAyodazite y we..4.z. (to S's,.....) .

Feldspar (altered lLo

eio;do#0. Rer-r-omr.d 1-
4es.a-ls (42/lered to
cAlo,;te) -0-. pyriie .

V

V
V

I. 11111
11111 11111111111111111111111111•

1.1111.==E....-
Mill

MM..

M.

_ ,^,''°'"; te • C los ely
. 0,...tecI .) she -sh^.

.

5 fr-Or• 5, -^1111 MIMI Mil

Drill type AltiLt Clef_ /000
Feed eifecAonicgt iMiji,..,,,,,

,,..i.ef.vsCore barrel type _r

Driller . _ __!,....}_kkas.74 ^___
Commenced _ _ _ItlAy  ' 75" 

Coniple fed ^ /glety^' 75- _ ..
Logged by ^ ___ .___

Vertical scale_ ^/.:1_9_q___ ._ _

Checked 4 ^

Notes

Fracture tog — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured relative to op/one normal to the core Pus

Defect Frequency — Alurnber of natural defects (shears, joints ,froct ures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.^_

Water Level Measurements — _I_ Level when hole in progress of specified depth.

_IL_ Level in completed hole on spec/floc/dote.^•

i- t./.^E..k trem.ee 5/^We a 1-1. erect/

H. W.^A-1 iyAly^wecithier-ed

Water Pressure Tests

* Vo/ues in Iugeons should be read
cioan,,^ ted,.gineecotnsiurnecsf;osnecwz'ohncsoomrepuinf

indicated
by blocked in strips.^ .

-----

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

.
__.......

--
. . __

•



I3UREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJ EC T _ _ ,^BEZ.,..C.C2Al/VEN^MAVAI^C ley TR L•^
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION _

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)^90°^DIRECTION

COORDINATES ^ R L. OF COLLAR _ .^ _

 ^HOLE NO^?,-._

SHEE T -2, OF ..4

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

DeictIption

LithOlogy, colour,strength, etc

.2
0,

c,-^6- -1

t' ,T.Z•

2.5 if. 8

0

a•o 2.-
Fracture

Lc,.
-

R 0 0

Defect Frequency

Intercept Angle
0^30^60^80 90

Structures

Joints ,veins , seams ,foult s ,etc

:i, if
*- •

-1

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) •

0 12 ie.

S.W.

R A yen/ Oc ite
,^.A 5^06 eve . V

.20-77

ME119011.1

•

End o C hole 20 -77 ,,,,
2 / :

22

23

_

_

MI
11/1/1..111.11

,

1

11111111111111=Mi

1111111
INI=.1111111111■11

1

1E

_ — —

- _
1

_

Drill type _^ .

Core barrel type _

- - -^- ^

Driller

Commenced _ ....

CoMpleted ^

Logged by ^

Vertical scale ^

Qhecked 0.y. ^

Notes

Procter* Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in

Bedding and Joint P/unes — Angles ore measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.^.^.

Water Level Measurements — _II— Level when hole in progress ot specified depth .

_2_ Level in completed hole on specified dote

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in luyeons should tin 1 nun'

in conjunction with computation
sheets. rest sections ore indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Neganve No

Depth (m)^Block 8 White^Colour

-^-^-

T^/ink le, /14

L.J

t—

1—

■•■•■■
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT ^BELL OZYNEN^MAW_^C EN riR.E.
GEOLOGY Eh GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION^$tL0tL SS^Sou.1-he.rn^$ icle.__(_in _ _b. lock_2)

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (0) ^90° ^DIRECTION
COORDINA TES^ o_ze_4_ze _ (, .: 5-0.0.0_0)R.L OF COLLAR _ _5790 '^ e.

HOLE NO. --- -

SHEE T^Of 2.

Rock^Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,strength,etc

cr-^7..'-'
.^.-- cs
, a 9
6^c.,5 -

7 : t'
0 6 2
- . 6
-_- 6... s

. 2 'I'

.-.4gc, 'E^ -
o

Fracture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency___________. ____,
Intercept Angle

o^30^60^BO 90

Structures 

Joints .veins. seams,faults ,(11O

is
•-.. :

-1

Woter Pressure
Test Losses
(Lugeons) *

C 6^0 141.

No Core

1.8
Ho" -4.f.kv

Volcani.c.s

Proctored weak 40..1
4 irte^grained w;/../1
altered ice/a/spars
anal ferrorlagnes lolls.

Qt a .. ph en0c, ryS /4.

V

V

V

2 Fe .on joints;closely

I 1^ Jain ted ;^ope ,,, .

2.8
3

335”

jo,ts; 7 7`.%. ve,ns
I^

ww1,..:;e1-■ .c/ay to^2.cen

11111
„,

ir_^__....___. IMIIIIIIIIIIIMIII

l-i•w. - /ifw.

Volcanics

As above wil-A

-Cown d. pink
varsoble colours.

H•W-E.W. w;t1, c./0 y,

r 04 k^-rro9n-tend-s.

8./5 - 8. STni .

•

Core 6 Ise 2-9cnn.

V

V

V

v
V

4 sr
s-

—1111111E1il m 1^C I °Sex -C" r acti-ored.
42 - 4.3 gypi

sets-

(' 1111
MEM

6•33-

7
7is

L

.9^.;

*
-t..-

!M^C lay seam .6-/s-6•35-.91il
MN

75-mFre ctured.74S-

=MEMO
clay seann. 6-1$".teta,-- ^ININIMIll C lay on joints.

N..
c/ay ,,‘ Fe an^jOilit 5

.^. C lay sec,v,^9.20 en
mama

M. Pi/.
•

1/0/cohicS

RecemeAted arid
S i l IC i' - f ieci acid
fro/con ic s , -Cow" '
pink ; war/ able
coloLor ; s on ^.

Core size to 3s-cm,

ay. siza^rocm .

v

V

V

-1 -0s- •
III
II

MN^NM^Closely jointed .-

lial^Quart2_ vein s.

ii

i/-41-
;ler

/..

(3 7

JointS jenerally

disc or. t int.. mos
-ha I, I-....,

'Ai or
611-2ii,,vein sn ^sitame- 73:7: /so

Fe^0,,^j 0, .1

^

e.^
Y,

s ite,

II
16

'<
1-

11^r •

V Q UOrISZ^Ve , 01 5 ,.

clay on join t-

p/ane5,.^Open ...joints

Closely jo;nted.

S. W^FrOC74(.4red,yr-ey., "A./1e

Voice:nit S^grained 2re Line/men S

I.. i iin /e'-9e"- •rerPo -
kno3 /lesions. (a/ter-0 d

-to^cA/ors.&)
-pyr; t.e.

V

III
.. — M. W.^closoly -tractweal,E.w.SW

:::/a","r'^.

.
/7....

%

I 

III
S.v../. Voloan'ioS^Cs-re.y green. 5tr-on9 V Qtz.^veins .

Cl-slor-ite on joi.nts.
ofe. veins 1-Eine. Ptrife
veins. I:2 iscontinuous
open Joints.

c lase fy -rraci-u reedS .w. grey ,reert wi1-A.
Vo 1 cc2 ri tC. 5^/c,e9e,- ..742.., -Cer-ro-

rfto9neSioA5 , Pyrite,

V
/1•30

Drill type iaylicw- 1000,1
r ,ed Recitas_i_cilf. _pultIch

_‘^_

Driller^L • K eas ^
,._

Commenced .^/Slay ' 7
Conipletod.^"f ay^'.75..

Logged by _ ._&. 13riS. coe

Vertical scale ^1 • 100

Checked b. ^ --- • -

Core barrel type Tri_e..(AS,

Notes

Fracture Log — Number Of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured re/olive to o p/one normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25om of

core occurring et specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurement* — _2— Level when bolo in progrose of specified depth

_II_ Love/ in compieted hole on epee/lied date

E. W.^E=c-tro.vte Ix^weertAereol

H. w.^I-1 15, A /›.^weal-Acreid

114.1v.^Al oderol-e ly weafAered
S . fri.^5/ ^Ac1/y^wea ille r col

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should Os read
isnn,c,o;sju restsi tiosneci r ti it oh ncsOomrepu,nt dofcioonted

by blacked in strips.
_

Core Photograph Negative No

^Depth (111)^Blnck ei White^Colour

--^-^.-
.. ^

.

..,

• •^-



•^ .^.
BUREAU OF MINERAL •RESOURCES•,•PROJECT^E.L __CONNEIV_^.T.Oet/A/.. _CENT0R_E.43
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS LOCATION ^

^

.^ .^.
-

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLF^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)^90°^DIRECTION

COORDINATES ..Q713. 47a (J ..50,900)..^R.L. OF COLLAR .^p ._Q:P /VI

HOLE NO3 .

SHEE T -2 OF 2.

Rock Type

and
Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology, colour, strength, etc

cr. 2.^it.,^t g.
8 0 -,

'2 •-:"f ^1
.1-3,3,91i

'' ". 444
,S',,-6

Fractureroc re

Log ROD

Defect Frequ ency

Intercept Angle
o^30^60^80 90

Structures

Joints,veins,seams,foults,etc

'cr, Ts
4- Z

i' J

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) 4.

0^6^i2 le.

5. w.
•

Volconics

Fine 9rained;dorker
9 rey 9 reen patches.

2/.2 - 2/.35-ries
Fawn Colds/oar-17i.
Airs^20. 3 rr?

V

V

V
V

21

Mot/. / ed t-ec/ ,' ...,

Places-
Very^(roc /-4.4red

^ _

-
._

---"--

S. W.
.

V0IZ0niC5

ic-CI■Vn .9 ret.4nden•s5

wit h^epi.dote•pol`citeA
Ferrorno9nesiariS,

p9r-ite

V

V

22. Very -Crac-tcared
^22-S-o — 23.22.^(

clo-sely Join 1-ed)?t2.^veins.

' —2)

End 04" hole 23.22.1

1^I

-

-----

---

---

------

-

..._ -

_
._

.____.....

.. ..._

..._

Drill type

F,ed

Core barrel type ^

Driller^

Commenced

Corripleted^..___

Lodged by

Vertical Scale^

Checked IN

Notes

Froctur• Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in

Bedding ond Joint Planes — Angles ore measured re/olive to Op/One normal to the core arm
,

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects Orators, joints,froctureel Per 05cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level 4leasurements — .A._ Level when hole in progress of specified depth

-SL_ Level in comp/elect hole on specified dote.

Water Pressure Tests

. Values /II lugeons should be rerul

in con funcbon with computation
 Tett sec.,,,,, „, ,,,,,,,,,,,d

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No

Depth(m)^Block a White^Colour
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.^..

... _____ ..^... .... .
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1

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT ̂. _ ^84:4, _CGM_J/44-,Y^. _ -7-0^!se .. . CE.,...1174 E.
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS^ LocATioN_..._.=5.ACtio^^.1-41f. .(eCe-s.tee,"^s oie.e.e)^..^

-^_

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANOLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)^90°^DIRECTION
cooRDINA t Es^12.71:?,P940.. 07e 476,^R i^OF COI i AP^5-90^90 ...1

HOLE NO 4

siiFf: 1^/^.ii^/

Rock^Type
and

eringDegree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,strength,etc

i0, .?.,E.i^s.

0 6- -1

7 ti0 8

.t.-.1ell

2S^
roctbre11;^

ROD
' re'^Lo)'^g

Defect Frequency

Intercept Anglecep
30^60^80 go

Structures

Joints^veins,searns,faults ,etc,

,,`,, Tti

-- 
.

y _i'

a ter Pr essure
lest Losses

(Lugeons) *
6^2 is.

_

No core
...____

E.w.

AtAY°"cifil•

Browin-ye//ow scrAdy

c/ay s,,,;fis coarse Is...arte

* some .101;Cal^Pock

4-reavw•nts ; wodesk

MNI

I
Np core I

E.W. — H. W.

Rhyoclacite

For■Di .coarse /room e^,

CP-a clues ol , weak .

L&". zones .4* scs,sciy

cloy ,144c4,./2^4^rock

V /0o

5'75"

FracA.,eci zone

4-9.4 .

re and cAlor-,-te on

je,,ints.
i r rem, wienl's . V 6

koz alAyadadi te re....1 tr..: f:k, Po *171re 0. zik.orr. /00
4-40- ill

I
IIIE•1111 ClINyi re Om "airily, open

ic,,,Nr6 ^9742 .^vei'n s .

re. c 7`....-eci 6.6,1"-(•Ts-,...

Ai above .414A (W. AcoleS v. 90
7-05"MN. OlayalKilt or cAty, P. ock 4. onele.e..#1,

14.4elwia

iliv.-E.w. C-1-4c1ursof wr;filt weaker.
loo

R A yoof•cite
Areyr.eAtsclay onol rock

uses., s , weep k Cceu...ito ifs

in- Ao,"(1).

V

V

—3209
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